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►►► Economy 

 
WBP Online 
►  US Preview: Consumer Price Data May Deflate Fed Hike Bets 
Weak numbers would reduce the probability of a December Fed hike in 
the eyes of the market while NY Fed chief Dudley warns that a more 
nefarious trend might be lurking in the background.  
 
Market Pulse 
►  RBA Minutes Show Little Taste for a New Rate Cut 
Australia’s central bank said a subdued inflation outlook meant there was 
scope to ease monetary policy further if needed, but appeared to set a... 

►►► Politics 

 
The Guardian 
►  Putin would back moderate Syrian opposition in Isis fight 
Russian president Vladimir Putin said on Monday that he would back parts of 
the Syrian opposition with air support in a joint fight against Islamic State in... 
 
The Japan Times 
► Obama nixes ground war against Islamic State, vows intel boost to 
France, hits GOP refugee snub 
President Barack Obama ruled out dispatching a major U.S. ground force 
against Islamic State in Syria and Iraq, saying it would be a “serious... 

►►► Opinions 

 
Dan Norcini 
►  Gold Hovering Above Critical Support...Potential Bailout Ahead  
Just as the euro is hanging by a thread above its chart support zone, so too 
is gold hanging by a thread above a critical chart support zone.  
 
Emad Mostaque 
►  Islamic State and the ‘management of savagery’ 
Daesh, the Arabic acronym for Islamic State, can be viewed as the most 
disruptive start-up ever devised. 

►►► Currencies 

 
The Business Times 
►  Dollar falls against emerging currencies as oil gains 
The euro hit a seven-month low against the US dollar on Tuesday after a 
key European Central Bank official reinforced expectations for further 
monetary easing while a pick-up in confidence gave support to... 
 
RTT News 
►  NZ Dollar Extends Fall Amid Bets On Weaker Dairy Prices  
The New Zealand dollar continued to be weak against the other major 
currencies in the Asian session on Tuesday, as traders bet milk product 
prices will fall at the GlobalDairyTrade auction, due later on the day.  

►►► Markets 

 
FXStreet 
►  Gold eyes Thursday’s low 
Gold was offered in Asia and extended losses in early Europe as the focus 
shifted back to Fed tightening ahead of the US CPI report due later today.   
 
Bloomberg 
►  Oil Approaching $40 Deepens Investor Pessimism on Recovery 
Hedge funds have turned more pessimistic on oil as prices flirted with $40 a 
barrel for the first time since August.  

►►► Top Videos 

 
CNBC 
►  Markets unaffected by ISIS for now: Citibank 
An increase in terror attacks could hurt markets, which have so far 
shrugged off Islamic State-related risks, cautions Zal Devitre, head of 
investments at Citibank Singapore.  
 
Euronews 
►  EU’s Schulz expresses solidarity with Hollande at Versailles 
President of the European Parliament Martin Schulz, who was present at 
Versailles to hear French PresidentFrancois Hollande’s special address to 
both houses of parliament, later spoke to euronews.  
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Disclaimer 
Everything in this article, including opinions and figures, is provided for informational purposes only and may not be interpreted as financial advice or solicitation of 
products. Dukascopy group assume no responsibility for the completeness or the accuracy of any data contained in this article. Financial figures indicated in this 
article have not been verified by the Dukascopy group. Views, opinions and analyses are those of the author of the article, and are not endorsed by the Dukascopy 
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